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Relax Kids: The Wishing Star
Marneta Viegas
Using guided meditations based around traditional stories this is a gentle and fun way of introducing
older children to the world of meditation and relaxation.
"Relax Kids is a source of brilliantly imaginative meditations so sensitivelyand creatively written and
beautifully illustrated. This inspiring book is a wonderful resource for teachers and parents, who will be able
to use it to help children nurture their spiritual worlds of thought and feelings." Neil Hawkes, Senior
Education Advisor Oxfordshire County Council
Our Street Books; 2014-11-28; Mindfulness & Meditation/Adaptations/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781782798705, $14.95/£9.99, 128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.

Relax Kids: Aladdin's Magic Carpet
Marneta Viegas
Using well-known and loved fairy stories, this is a gentle and fun way of introducing children to the
world of meditation and relaxation. It is designed to counteract some of the tensions with which we are
all familiar at the end of a busy day, and offer parents and children, from 3 upwards, some quality time
to relax and share together.
"Relax Kids is so yummy - I love the meditations myself and certainly intend to try them on every kid in my
life. They work for me so why not for them!" Lynne Franks, PR guru, author of The Seed Handbook
Our Street Books; 2014-11-28; Mindfulness & Meditation/Adaptations/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781782798699, $14.95/£9.99, 120pp, 8.5x5.5inches
inches / 216x140mm.
/ 216x140mm.

Wonderful Earth
Mick Inkpen & Nick Butterworth
We have a wonderful Earth! The Creation story is shown in this colorful book through interactive
elements such as lift the flap, turn the wheel, look in the mirror, and more. Kids will have hours of fun
as they explore Creation and learn how they can take care of our wonderful planet.
"This re-issue of a book originally published in December 2003 by Hunt and Thorpe is very welcome. It has
lost none of its appeal over the years, in fact anything with the names Butterworth and Inkpen attached will
attract attention and full marks to John Hunt Publishing for the opportunity to introduce this book to a new
readership." Mary Bartholomew, The Goodbookstall
Our Street Books; 2010-03-26; Activity Books/Early Readers/Science & Nature; .Hc-9781846943140,

$19.95/£14.99, 32pp, 11.3x8.7inches / 88x222mm.

Relax Kids: The Magic Box
Marneta Viegas
This book is designed to engage children while introducing them to relaxation and simple stressmanagement techniques. Relaxation strategies such as progressive muscle relaxation and visual
imagery have been shown to be extremely effective treatment components for reducing stress and
anxiety in children.
"Marneta Viegas makes an important contribution to the happiness and wellbeing of our next generation.
Positivity is contagious and Relax Kids is infecting us all!" Dr David R Hamilton, Scientist, speaker and
best-selling author of Why Kindness is Good for You and How Your Mind Can Heal Your Body
Our Street Books; 2014-03-28; Health & Daily Living (General)/Activity Books/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781782791874, $14.95/£9.99, 124pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.
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Relax Kids: Pants of Peace
Marneta Viegas
An innovative book that helps children get in touch with a wide range of inner qualities and values
through creative meditation and affirmations exercises. Each meditation takes a positive quality or
value and shows children in a creative and imaginative way how to develop that quality to improve
their own life. This book encourages children to enjoy moments of calm and also helps develop their
imaginations in a world of electronic gadgets.
Pants of Peace is perfect for parents and teachers to read with children. The exercises are a toolkit to
help develop children's mental health and well-being.
Our Street Books; 2014-08-29; Health & Daily Living (General)/Body, Mind & Spirit/Activity Books;
Pb-9781782791997, $14.95/£9.99, 136pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.

Q is for Question
Tiffany Poirier
An illustrated non-fiction philosophy book to guide 8-11 year olds to discover, debate and articulate
thought-provoking, open-ended questions about existence, free will, and happiness.
"Q is for Question is a marvelous resource for those interested in leading philosophical discussions with
children. Presenting a wide range of philosophical issues in charming and witty rhymes, it is sure to delight
children and their elders as well as spark debates about the most elemental matters." Thomas Wartenberg
Ph.D, Professor of Philosophy, Mount Holyoke College, and author of Existentialism: A Beginner's
Guide, The Nature of Art: An Anthology
Our Street Books; 2009-04-24; Philosophy, Theory & Social Aspects/Body, Mind & Spirit/Philosophy; .

Hc-9781846941832, 11x8inches / 279x203mm.

Prayers with Bears: The Lord's Prayer
Alan and Linda Parry
The Lords Prayer features the verses Matthew 6: 9-13. Honey Bear helps his little friends apply the
Scriptures to their daily activities and prayers. The other titles in the series are The 23rd Psalm, First
Corinthians and The Beatitudes.
Pray together with Honey Bear every day. For very small children everywhere.
Our Street Books; 2010-11-26; Christian (General); .Hc-9781846944529.

Relax Kids: Little Book of Stars
Marneta Viegas
The Little Book of Stars is the perfect way to introduce toddlers to relaxation and meditation. Each page
explores a positive quality or value in an easy to understand and child friendly way. Examples include
Happy Star, Calm Star, Brilliant Star and Generous Star.
"I love this book. Marneta's passion and enthusiasm for the wellbeing of children shines through in every
page. Young children will love the simple and repetitive nature of the words and parents can use the text to
help foster conversation about sensitive emotional issues that may otherwise be hard for the child to talk
about." Sarah Ockwell Smith, Parenting Author
Our Street Books; 2014-11-28; Body, Mind & Spirit/Mindfulness & Meditation; Pb-9781782794608,
$14.95/£9.99, 126pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.
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Relax Kids: How to be Happy
Marneta Viegas
How to be Happy is a scrap-book bursting with positive ideas, simple and economical activities and fun
games. Each page includes colourful pictures and diagrams to explain the activity in simple child-like
language. There are some in-book activities but this is mainly a book of ideas.
"Beautifully presented, Relax Kids: How to be Happy, is a gorgeous book full of brilliant ideas encouraging
children to spend quality time with their families, while helping them manage their worries, anxiety and
emotions as they grow up to be confident and happy." Kids Book Review
Our Street Books; 2014-12-12; Health & Daily Living (General)/Activity Books/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781782791621, $14.95/£9.99, 125pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm.

Little Prayers Series: Prayers of Praise
Alan and Linda Parry
Join these little creatures who gather round for some traditional prayers, retold for very young children.
Other titles in this series: Mealtime Prayers, Bedtime Prayers, Classic Childrens Prayers.
Our Street Books; 2010-11-26; Christian (General); .Hc-9781846944512, £4.99, 14pp,

6x5.25inches / 153x133mm.

Relax Kids: Be Brilliant!
Marneta Viegas
This colourful book is bursting with fun and creativity and will keep children busy whilst introducing
them to positive values and qualities. An ideal rainy day activity book for families who want to instil
positive values in their children.
"Attention Educators & Parents! This is a great book to aid in entertaining & motivating children. There is
plenty here to entertain, encourage and inspire a child." LA Wonder
Our Street Books; 2014-12-12; Health & Daily Living (General)/Activity Books/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781782792376, $14.95/£9.99, 62pp, inches / 297x210mm.

Firebird Chronicles, The: Rise of the Shadow Stealers
Daniel Ingram-Brown
In this fantasy adventure, Fletcher and Scoop are Apprentice Adventurers from the ancient
establishment of Blotting's Academy on Fullstop Island. This is the place where all story characters are
trained.
"Rise of the Shadow Stealers is an exciting re-enactment of the age-old conflict between good and evil...Like
all the best stories, it can be read on different levels...at times there are echoes of C.S.Lewis.
Young people and adults alike will be taken up by the tension of what will happen to the Apprentice
Adventurers...A thoroughly absorbing read." Rt Revd John Packer, Bishop of Ripon and Leeds
Our Street Books; 2013-01-25; Fantasy & Magic/Epic/Fantasy; Ebk-9781780996936, $6.99/£3.99,
Pb-9781780996943, $11.95/£6.99, 232pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm.
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Boring Bible: Super Son
Andy Robb
The series of books covers all the major themes that run through the Bible and they are packed with
jokes, facts, cartoons and thought-provoking questions. Kids will be encouraged to turn to the Bible to
find out more about some of the characters they meet in these pages.
Boring Bible books are an exciting way of discovering that the Bible is far from boring.
Our Street Books; 2010-10-29; Bible Study Guides/Bible Stories (General); Pb-9781846943867,
$8.95/£5.99, 128pp, 7.8x5.1inches / 7.8x5.1mm.

Boring Bible Series 3: Christmas Crackers
Andy Robb
I'll bet you didn't even know that the Bible's got adverts in it to tell people what's going to happen in the
future... or that it told people that the world was round thousands of years before we'd worked it out.
There's so much stuff in the Bible we won't be able to look at every bit of it, but the bits we've chosen
will hopefully make you start to realise that the Bible maybe isn't quite so boring as you thought. Have
fun!
Our Street Books; 2005-01-01; Bible Study Guides/Bible Stories (General); Pb-9781842981665,
$10.95/£6.99, 128pp, inches / 198x129mm.

Boring Bible Series 2: Saints Alive
Andy Robb
I'll bet you didn't even know that the Bible's got adverts in it to tell people what's going to happen in the
future, or that it told people that the world was round thousands of years before we'd worked it out.
There's so much stuff in the Bible we won't be able to look at every bit of it, but the bits we've chosen
will hopefully make you start to realise that the Bible maybe isn't quite so boring as you thought. Have
fun!
Our Street Books; 2003-12-04; Bible Study Guides/Bible Stories (General); Pb-9781842981245,
$8.95/£5.99, 0pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm.

Little Prayers Series: Mealtime Prayers
Alan and Linda Parry
Join these little creatures who gather round for some traditional prayers, retold for very young children.
Other titles in the series: Bedtime Prayers, Prayers of Praise, Classic Childrens Prayers.
Our Street Books; 2010-11-26; Christian (General); .Hc-9781846944505, £4.99, 14pp,

6x5.25inches / 153x133mm.
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Boring Bible Series 1: Hotchpotch Hebrews
Andy Robb
What's the most boring thing you can think of? Okay, now multiply it by a zillion. That's how boring a lot
of people think the Bible is. The funny thing is, most people who think the Bible's mega mindnumbingly boring have never even read it! Crazy or what?! Imagine turning down a triple whopper
chicken, cheese and yoghurt burger with gherkin and custard relish just because you'd never tried it....
on second thoughts, that wasn't such a good suggestion. But you get my point?
Our Street Books; 2003-12-04; Bible Study Guides/Bible Stories (General); Pb-9781842980408,
$8.95/£5.99, 0pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm.

Boring Bible Series 3: Eggs-traordinary Easter
Andy Robb
I'll bet you didn't even know that the Bible's got adverts in it to tell people what's going to happen in the
future... or that it told people that the world was round thousands of years before we'd worked it out.
There's so much stuff in the Bible we won't be able to look at every bit of it, but the bits we've chosen
will hopefully make you start to realise that the Bible maybe isn't quite so boring as you thought. Have
fun!
Our Street Books; 2006-01-27; Bible Study Guides/Bible Stories (General)/Easter & Lent;
Pb-9781842981672, $0/£5.99, 0pp, 5.5x8.5inches / 216x140mm.

May's Moon
S.Y. Palmer
If thirteen-year-old Michael May passes a battery of tests, he could be the first child on the moon!
"Interested in space travel? Interested in how a rocket can fly to a different planet? Then this book is for you. I
thoroughly enjoyed this exciting story of a boy battling to be a N.A.S.A astronaut and travel to the moon. I
would recommend it to any 9-12-year-old boy or girl who enjoys a thrilling story with a light sprinkling of
intergalactic know-how." Billy Bob Buttons, author of I Think I Murdered Miss and winner of the UK
People’s Book Prize
Our Street Books; 2015-12-11; Science Fiction/Action & Adventure (General); Pb-9781782797807,
$11.95/£6.99, 184pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785350696, $6.99/£3.99.

Firebird Chronicles, The: The Nemesis Charm
Daniel Ingram-Brown
They say only the dead can cross a Threshold, the dead and those who have faced a Nemesis Charm.
"This fantasy adventure is aimed at middle grade readers to young teens, but I would say that adults would
get as much enjoyment from the story too. The writing is rich with atmosphere and the quirky characters
come alive with the wealth of descriptions and unusual names given to the inhabitants of the World of
Mortales." The State of the Arts
Our Street Books; 2016-05-27; Epic/Fantasy/Fantasy & Magic; Pb-9781785352850, $12.95/£7.99,
296pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785352867, $6.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION

Browse our catalogues and sign up to
newsletters at: www.johnhuntpublishing.com
All our books are available in print and ebook from our
distributors or through our sales teams:
American distribution:
NBN customercare@nbnbooks.com / 1 800 462 6420
US sales:
NBN sales team http://www.nbnbooks.com/booksellers/find-your-rep
Canada sales:
NBN Canada lpetriw@nbnbooks.com / 1 (416) 534-1660
UK and European distribution:
John Wiley & Sons Ltd customer@wiley.com / 44 1243 843291
UK sales:
Quantum quantumjames@btinternet.com / 01524 222512
Europe ex UK including Ireland sales:
Durnell Marketing orders@durnell.co.uk / 44 1892 544272
Asia sales:
Publishers International Marketing chris@pim-uk.com / 44 1202 896210
Australia:
Brumby Sunstate orders@brumbysunstate.com.au / 61 7 3255 5552
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